GECC Panel Updates

- All criteria have updates, most minor. To view criteria, visit the Panel Related Documents page of the website: Panel Related Documents.
- The GECC Humanities and Fine Arts and Social and Behavioral Sciences History descriptors will be aligned during the summer. This means some course IAI identifiers will be moving to another/new identifier(descriptor). You will receive an email with details regarding any of your affected courses. No course will lose its IAI approval, but will be expected to meet the new descriptions in a new submission or ongoing review beginning this fall.
- There are new descriptors for the Humanities and Fine Arts and Social and Behavioral Science panels. They are available for submission in the fall semester:
  - H4907 - Social & Political Philosophy
  - S4905 – Introduction to Geo-Spatial Thinking and Literacy
- The Math panel made some description changes to the following descriptors:
  - M1905 – Discrete Mathematics has minor revisions to course content. Please consult the description before submitting courses to the panel.
  - M1907 – Elementary Mathematical Modeling has a few revisions to the description. The panel sought to expand offerings for this identifier. Please review it and submit appropriate courses for panel approval.
  - No course will lose its IAI approval due to these revisions, but will be expected to meet the revised descriptions in a new submission or ongoing review beginning this fall.

Major Panel Updates

- All criteria have updates, most minor. To view criteria, visit the Panel Related Documents page of the website: Panel Related Documents.